Application for a One Planet Development of
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1. Introduction
1.1 Summary

*

?

This management plan concems a prospective one planet development planning application to
develop a low impact smallholding on 8.5 acres of land, formerly part of Penlanwen farm,
Llanddewi brefi, Tregaron, SY25 6Ny.
The land comprises of 3.5 acres of previous agricultural grazrngland and 5 acres ofmixed
broad leaf woodland. The smallholding will have one sustainable low impact dwelling and
support one person, Tony Eames who will be permanently resident and work on the land.
The proposed smallholding will be a sustainable, off grid development, designed and managed
using permaculture principals. Management of the land will be approached from a holistic
viewpoint with conserving and improving the biodiversity to create a species rich habitat being
one of the main objectives.

I am committed to living within

the 2.44 global hectares (1.88 without our share of governmenl
services added on) over no more than five years from the commencement of work on site, and
provide for our minimum basic needs of between 30 and 65a/o asdetailed in the criteria set out
by the Welsh assemblies One planet directive and Technical advice note 6: (Planning for
sustainable rural communities 20 10).

The two principle business initiates on site will be producing bespoke rustic furniture items,
coppice / woodland products adding value to the timber of the previously un-managed broadlea
woodland and the running of greenwood crafl/drum making courses. I would like the
opportunity to exemplify the real possibility of living a modern life without the need to
consume large amounts of fossil fuels and other natural resources.

My project will be an example of small scale, sustainable, low carbon, regenerative agriculture

and traditional woodland management practices that are robust and not reliant on outside inputs
or subsidies. By including a diversity of components in the system design, it will avoid relying
on a single crop or product and will be able to respond swiftly to fluctuations in market and

environmental conditions.
From a wider perspective I would like the small holding to become an integralpartof the
Llanddewi brefi community and will be able to supply a range of productr lo"uily, as so
contributing to the diversification and revival of a local rural economy.
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1.2 Residents

Tony Eames ; I relocated to Ceredigion in late 1999, having had a 20 year career as a
professional chef, 12 of which was Royal navy service and served in the Falkland Island
conflict. Having completed a countryside management Degree in Aberystwyth, I now work self
employed as a traditional woodsman and woodland manager.

I have been teaching traditional woodland management and greenwood crafts for over
and been contracted

15 years,

in for various local organisations in the area including, Denmark

conseryation trust, Tir coed, Forestry education initiave, Young carers association, Youth
offending team and others. I have also worked for and been a Director of Longwood communiq
woodland group. I am one of the founding members and a Director of Ty Pren, round wood
timber framing company and has had television work and appearances on BBC 2 with Griff
Rhys Jones, Pembrokeshire farm project and most recently with 'Abz on the farm'. During this
oEames
chairs and furniture and
time I have also been producing my own bespoke style of
making charcoal for over 15 years.

(
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1.3,1Tenure
The land is owned by myself and purchased freehold.
Land is situated near to the village community of Llanddewi brefi, Ceredigion.
The woodland nestles on the hill side, adjacent to the 84343 tlanddewi to Llanfair clydogau,
with the freld enclosures set to the south eastern boundary of the woodland with the field
entrance and main site entrance being located on the minor road between Llanddewi brefi and
ce11an.
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1.3.2 Area and shape of land

The land is predominantly northwest facing of various gradients with the land being split into
two distinctive areas. Coed Allt goch (woodland) is an area of some 5 acres with the lowest
point being 212 meffes above sea level and the highest point being 252 metres above sea level.
The a joined agricultural land being an area of some 3.5 acres is split into two enclosures, the
smaller ofthe two fie1d areas, previously with tree cover and being part of the woodland is now
laid to grass with the lowest point being 253 metres above sea level and the highest point being
290 metres above sea level.
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The agricultural land has level areas around the south and south, south west boundaries
extending into the field area some 20 metres, with the rest of the larger of the two fields
forming a natural bowl shape in the land. The land is generally sheliered from view due to its
location and mature beech hedge line to the southem boundary, except for the gated entrance tc
the southern boundary which forms the main entry and exit point to and from site.
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This is an area made up of dispersed small farms with small iregular fields and a mixture of
field boundaries. Which include hedges on earth and stone banks, dry stone walis and hedge
rows with tree which contributes to the general historic landscape character of the area and is a
good example of the wider Ceredigion agricultural landscape. While the area continues to be
managed as agricultural land and the management practices are generally appropriate with the
individual elements surviving in good condition, there is scope for the improvement of some
aspects and further diversification of agriculturel

1.4.2 Cultural landscape

There are particular significant cultural influences visible with the area, which include
agriculture, forestry, rural crafts, tourism and small rural settlements with an emphasis for the
survival of the traditional rural landscape and traditional language. There is also considerable
potential for the diversification and further development of small rural craft.business2.
1.4.3 Character of the local landscape

The local landscape classification of the area is described as Open upland valleys with a mosaic
of field patterns in a large exposed area to the eastern side of the teifi valley, with highly
attractive valley sides with outstanding panoramic views along the teifi valley and forming the
back cloth to the valley.3
The area contains a mixture of hedge rows and boundary walls enclosing pasture fields which
contribute to the character and sense of place. Although fragmented in places these still provide
a structure to the landscape and maintain the integrity. the condition of these features are
described as declining with degraded hedge rows and boundary walls with some management
work evident.
Land map also states that there is generally an inappropriate use of construction materials,
naming modern farm building and fencing being constructed from inappropriate materials,
(i.e. concrete blocksf. ttre land attached to Allt goch sits on the upper reaches of the valley,
and is mostly screened from view due to the undulating ground shape, this can only be
described as an advantage from a sensory and visual point of view as this will help and aid the
screening of any building (constructed with appropriate materials) and structures on site. Any
structures to be constructed on site with be screened from direct view with the help of planting
and landscape screening.

I

Land map, Historical landscape, Aspect area code CRDGN}IL022.
Landmap, cultwal landscape , Aspect area code CRDGNCLO29.
3
Land map, visual and sensory, Aspect area code CRDGNVS813.
2
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There are No statutory designations on the site or in the immediate vicinity of the proposed site.
(see appendices for visual impact assessment)

Vehicular and pedestrian entry land via improved gateway access.
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Views from land towards Tregaron and North.
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The field land attached to Allt goch, is well screened from visual impact from the north, due to
the location on the upper side of the valley and with the aid of Allt goch woodland screening thr
lower side of the land from the nearest carriageway, and is mostly screened for visual impact to
the south eastern boundary by the mature beech hedge row in place.(see appendices for visual
impact assessment)

View of AlIt goch woodland and fields from Llanddewi brefi to Llanfair Rd
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Allt goch woodland

Allt

goch woodland is a 5 acre predominantly broard leaf woodland with a small area of mature
larch trees on site. The woodland is growing just about all native species of broard leaf tree you
would expect to see in Welsh woodland, including oak, ash, sycamore, birch, alder, willow and
holly. Although presently the woodland has been under manager, it will soon be put back into a
management plan and returned to a properly managed and productive woodland which will onl1
add to the diversity of wild life both flora and fauna. The present entrance to the woodland is
accessed via a council maintained by-way, once the woodland has been put back into a
management plan this entrance will be closed off and the woodland will be accessed via the a
joining fields above.
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2. Design / Strategr
The land will accommodate one dwelling with one resident, Tony Eames who will be
permanent resident and work on the land. My aim for the proposed development is to create a
successful and sustainable land-based business, while simultaneously living a sustainable
lifestyle and improving the biodiversity of the land.
I want to live as ligtrtly on the land as possible, conserving and improving the biodiversrty for
future generations. In order to achieve this I plan to thoroughly utilise the existing features of
the land and use these features as a baseline for the development of the entire site.
The development will include orre dwelling, workshops and storage space, poultry housing,
composting toilet and poly tunnels. All buildings will be constructed from natural materials,
which will all be sourced as locally to the site as possible. The building will be constructed
using a round wood larch frame work and clad in larch weather boarding. These building will
all have been designed sympathetically so they will blend into the surrounding area using the
natural topography of the land and existing features. As all buildings on-site including poultry
housing, composting toilet, workshop and storage will all be constructed using locally sourced
timber will by definition be classed as temporary and movable structures
The whole development will be entirely off grid, powered and heated using renewable energy.
Permaculture design techniques are the foundation upon which the development will be
designed, with minimal use of fossil fuels being an intrinsic element ofthe design. Any waste
produced by the development will be utilised as a resource and the entire development will be
designed to conserve natural resources.

The business initiatives are based upon growing; harvesting and the production of wood and
charcoal based products and by developing value added products which will be unique to the
development.
The willow crops which will be grown for the business initiatives have been specifically chosen
to also be suitable in improving biodiversity and atlractive to beneficial wild life species.
These crops are predominantly perennial and once established will continue to produce
increasing yields with minimal human input.

New habitats for biodiversrty will be designed and installed around existing features; these
habitats will include traditionally managed woodland, planting of SRC willow areas, wildlife
ponds, ftuit orchard and vegetable, herb and flower garden.
I plan to develop the site with an emphasis on establishing the business initiatives, which will
then support all other aspects of the development.

lz
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Z.L.LLand, Management

My objectives are as follows,
To satisfu the majority of my basic food needs from the holding using sustainable farming
methods.
To create a land based businesses which
basic needs.

will provide an income to satisfr any of my other

My objective in terms of land management will be to increase the bio capacity of the site to the
upper limits of its carrying capacity whilst still accommodating my basic needs. I consider this
to be the foremost indicator that my practices are in alignment with the land that I live on, and
are therefore having anetbeneficial effect. I will achieve this in a number of ways, outlined
below.
One of the many things that attracted me to this particular site was the extremely low
biodiversity of the grass 1and5, effectively providing a 'blank canvass' to work from. With the
possible exception of the hedge bank, stone wall boundary and hedge row boundaries there are
no important habitat features calling for preservation. With proper monitoring, I am confident
that I can show a vast increase in biodiversity on the site within a very short time and predict
that this trend will continue for many years as the environmental qualrty increases, systems
integrate with the land and become self sustaining. I am also confident that there will be no
tension between such positive land management and its productivrff for my business activities.

2.2 Management C omponents.
Z.2.LBiodiversity,

The first action I will carry out on the land will be to reinstall the stock fencing and boundary
walls to protect the hedgerows from rouge sheep browsing and keeping neighbouring live stock
out of the woodland. This will allow me to lay and re-stock the hedges to provide valuable
habitat arid shelterbelt. Where possible the fence will be erected a good distance from the hedge
bank in order to establish thickets. Re-planting with native, berry-bearing shrubs will be
favoured to further encourage wildlife. Any brash generated from reinvigorating the hedge will
be kept on site, chipped and turned into composted mulch, which will be arranged around
willow beds and food growing af,eas. This has many advantages - they provide excellent habitat
(e.g. for mice and consequently bumble bees), provide root protection and slow release nutrientr
for nearby trees, act as a windbreak for low growing plants, mitigate surface runoff and erosion,
manipulate cold air flows and the formation of frost pockets, and bank up leaf litter leading to
long term enhancement of soil conditions. The occasional large diameter log will be included to
5

Extended phase

I habitat survey report.
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the same effect with the bonus of attracting perennial fungi, wood boring insects and their
associated predators. Other wood will be buried under raised beds in the main horticultural area
to build soil carbon reserves. No woody biomass will be burnt in an open bonfire. In effect, all
carbon captured in biomass by photosynthesis on the site will stay on the site, where it will
eventually stabilise as humic substances and perpetually contribute to overall fertility and
biodiversity. With the hedges back in good health, important wildlife cbrridors willbe re-forged
between the woodland and grassland.

2.Z.2Minimum irleeds
Table shows my projected calculations (year 5) of my minimum annual income needs

Requirements
Additional food
Clothing and footwear
Travel
IT/ communications
Council tax (band A) less 25% single occupancy

Value (f,
f850.00
f,150.00

f r200.00
f390.00
f704.91

Total f3294.91

from z0rc|rc were possible.
Except; Council tax figure taken from Ceredigion county council 20L7ll8 figures.
A11 figures are based on actual spend figures

Additional food is calculated based on3Ao/o of total food needs, this is a high estimate and
In practice it is likely the site will generate more than the required 35Yo of food needs by year 5
so this is a very conservative figure.
Clothing and footwear are based on actual current household spends.

IT/ Communications are based on changing from present usage of BT landline and desk top
computer to Mobile phone link and Laptop computer.
The total figure shows the amount of land based income required to be produced by the site to
meet minimum needs (year 5)

I already livs a very low impact lifestyle, buying local food and using local services when
needed and therefore I expect my measured ecological footprint to be low and get even lower
once moved on site.

1
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2.2.3 Subsistence
spend around f4A a week on food. A significant amount of my household food is
Grown in my vegetable garden, I also go fishing at a local beach to catch fish for my own

I currently

consumption.
I intend to continue in similar habits when I move onto the holding and I will increase my
Productivrty to become closer to self-sufficiency. Within 5 years of beginning my One Planet
Development I will produce more than65Yo of my food from the site, either grown on site or
purchased using income from land based enterprise.

I will employ

a range of techniques

to achieve this;

. I will continue to grow vegetables in an organic, low-dig rotation system in raised beds
and extend the range of winter crops.
. I will build a poly tunnel to extend growing seasons.
. I will grow fruit, nut, vegetable and mushroom crops in a forest garden.
2.2.4 Vegetable and

fruit production

I have set aside 900m2 of land for my annual vegetable garden and forest garden in which to
grow vegetables to satisff my household needs, I aim to grow approximately 400 kg of
Vegetables annually. A recent study by Amber Wheeler, a researcher from the University of
South Wales, reports that vegetable garden yields 15.05 tonnes of produce per hectare which
equates to 1.505kg per square metre, more than double of my yield target.
Based on this I anticipate being able to comfortably grow the quantity of vegetables I need on
the land I have set aside, with surplus to account for any low cropping yields due to weather anc
adverse climatic conditions
The vegetable production areas are divided in to 3 separate areas, 200 square metre raised bed
area) 700 square metre forest garden, and3.6 metre x 10 metre poly tunnel.

2.2.5 Forest garden

The field area to the northern boundary between the grassland and woodland amounting to
approximately 1 acre, was historically part of the original woodland but now laid to grass.
700 square metres of this area will be planted up as a forest garden. The forest garden will
represent the most significant contribution to the bio-capacity of the site. Being a perennial
system of relatively low intervention it offers excellent habitat potential for a huge diversity of
flora and fauna. In the first years of its establishment a large portion of nurse trees will be
planted to condition the soil and provide shelter for the later, more valuable crops. Many such
nurse crops are typically associated with high wildlife value, for example Goat Willow (Salix
Caprea). Similarly, semi-shade tolerant perennial ground cover crops such as mints (Mentha
spp.) will replace grasses and provide a valuable nectar yield. As the forest garden matures,

1',
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nurse trees are selectively cleared to allow the development of the valuable crops. By this time
much wildlife will have established itself and will adapt well to such minor changes.
Shelterbelts will remain, as will the occasional 'sacrificial' standard. For these purposes, specie
will be selected not only for tolerance to exposure but for high wildlife value also, specifically
prioritising berry-bearing trees such as the native Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) to attract farm
birds. In theory the birds, to some extent, will tend to take these high visibility fruits first,
allowing the grower time to harvest the cash crop which is typically in the lower canopy.
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The horticulturist Rpbgrr }{arl pioneered a system during the 1980's based on the observation
that the natural forest can be divided into distinct levels. He used lqtqryI_qpplilg to develop an
existing small orchard of apples and pears into an edible pol.v-culture iandscape consisting of
the followingT layers:

1. 'Canopy layer' consisting of the original mature fruit trees.
2. 'Low-tree leyet' of smaller nut and fiuit trees on dwarfing root stocks.
3. 'Shrub layer' of fruit bushes such as currants and berries.
4. 'Herbaceous layel' of perennial vegetables and herbs.
5. 'Rhizosphere' or 'underground' dimension of plants grown for their roots and tubers.
6. 'Greund cover layer' of edible plants that spread horizontally.
7. 'Vertical laver' of vines and climbers.

1t
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A key component of the seven-layer system was the plants selected. Most of the traditional
vegetable crops grown today, are sun loving plants not well selected for the more shady forest
garden system, but will grow well in partral shade. Shade tolerant perennial vegetables will be
favoured and planted in bed systems in the forest garden. The bed systems will be favoured in
the forest area to help prevent in the long term any problems with tree roots. The three main
products of a forest garden are ftuit, nuts and green leaff forage vegetables, including
mushrooms although other perennial will grow well in partial shade but cropping times would
be longer.

2.2.6 Vegetable Garden

200 sq metres in cultivation; (not including Poly tunnel or comfrey area)
The vegetable garden will play a key role in providing me with food. It will essentially be run
on a raised bed system with 1.2m wide beds and 0.4m wide paths. I will be mulch the paths
with wood chippings sourced locally. The beds will be mulched with compost, manure and
straw. The beds will be worked in rotation. They will be laid out with the gradient to maximize
moisture retention in the soil during the summer,

Poly tunnelr 3.6 x 10 metres.
The poly tunnel will play an important role in providing year round vegetables. It will be used
to grow tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, aubergines, salad, etc.

Mushroomsl
I will have logs impregnated with oyster and shitake mushrooms. This could develop into a
cofitmercial concern in the future, but has not yet been included in any financial tables. I will be
experimenting with various other types of mushroom.

Seed costl
Organic seed costs for the vegetable garden are estimated at f200 to cover the start up cost for
year 1 and 2; this will then be dramatically reduced for subsequent years as I will save much of
our own seed as possible. Seeds in the first instance will be purchased through the Real seed
company in Pembrokeshire,
(irirp: i,'iE -,\ \r,'. j'*ilise **s,l*.i-rir ).
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The following tables show the availability of vegetables and fruits from my annual vegetable
garden, poly tunnel and forest garden throughout the year
2.2,7 Annual vegetable garden crop list.

2.2.8 Poly tunnel crop

Crop

Jan

Feb

list
Mar

Ap.

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Tomatoes
Salad leaves
Courgette
Sweet peppers

Achoca

FRUIT
Lemons
Peaches

Grapes

lt
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poly tunnel will be used to extend the season of some of the crops mentioned in the Annual
vegetable garden crop list, these are not included in the poly tunnel list.

N.B An

area of the

2.2.9 Forest garden crop list
Feb

Jan

CROP

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Arg

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Fruit
Apple
Bilberrv
Blackberry
Black currants
Blue berries
Damsons

Elderberries
Gooseberry

Hawthorn
Raspberry autufim
Pears

Plums
Raspberry summer
Red currants

Strawberry

Salad/Veseta bles/Flowers
Common sorrel

I

ttr

I

Globe artichoke
Hawthorn leaves
Hosta

T

Mallow
Marshmallow
Meadowsweet
Rhubarb
Salad burnet
Sea beet

Mushrooms
Oyster mushrooms

-rrlrLl

Shiitake mushroom

2'
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As with the hedge management, aproportion of woody biomass generated from thinning the
forest garden will be kept on site to return to the soil. Together with the application of bio-char
and microbial teas I will fast-track the creation of rich forest soil able to support the range of
species I will eventually inkoduce and to sustain their regular uopping. The last major step in
establishing a largely self-sustaining forest garden system is to cultivate a diverse community o1
mycorrhizal fungi. These fungi form extensive subterranean networks of spongy mycelium,
further improving soil structure. They cycle nutrients from leaf fall, root dieback etc. and
deliver them directly to the roots of the growing plants with which they form a symbiosis. The
presence of these fungi in the soil is essential for the closed-loop fertilisation of heavy yielding
components of the forest garden system. This system calls for an overall planting scheme that
includes many plants known as dynamic accumulators. These are plants that have the ability to
accumulate high concentrations of trace minerals, often by having very deep roots that pump up
nutrients from the otherwise inaccessible sub-soil. Under 'chop and drop' management,
whereby plants are routinely cut back and the resulting matter used as mulch for nearby hungry
crops, these minerals are made available and cycled continually throughout the system.
Additionally, some root dieback will coffespond to the cutting of the accumulator plants above
ground. This delivers nutrients directly to the rhizosphere where they are most needed and
accelerates the natural soil building mechanisms from the subsoil upwards. In both these cases,
a healthy mycelia network of mycorrhizal fungi is instrumental to the process. By this method i1
is possible to sustainably crop from the forest garden, massively reducing the need to import
fertilisers from elsewhere. Occasionally some nutrient rich matter will need to be brought in, for
which I plan to use seaweed harvested legally from a local beach.

All food growing activities on the site will be linked by nutrient flows. After testing the soil
and making the necessary initial amendments (for which I will use organic and responsibly
sourced substances) most nutrients will be held within a constantly cycling system. I will aim to
balance net exports from the system with regular nutrient imports, mainly in the form of
seaweed and bio-char and the onsite production of composted organic material.

My program of biomass cycling and soil enrichment will involve the regular creation of biochar. As a soil amendment, bio-char is unsurpassed. A bio-char enriched soil will show the
following characteristics :
-Retention of water in drought.
-Good drainage in wet conditions.

-Soil PH is regulated,
Increasing nutrient uptake and further reducing the need for fertilizing.

z',.
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-Its micro-porous structure mitigates nutrient leaching.

-It all but eliminates soil-borne emissions of greenhouse gasses associated with cultivation.
-It complements

a no-dig perennial system perfectly, supporting communities of mycorrhizal

fungi and bacteria essential to nutrient cycling.

.

-It sequesters carbon, effectively locking it out of the cycle indefinitely. I will utilize the by
product of heat generated by the production of char in a number of ways.
These

will mainly be a steaming tank, which will:

-steam wood for bending in the production of crafts.

-sterilise e.g. straw bales for mushroom cultivation.
-steam pulverise char for activation (this further opens the porous structure of the char, making
it more effective).

(Further benefits of bio-char can be found in section, Bio char and its benefits to the planet.)

Hedgerows will be traditionally managed and native species used for any new planting. I
utilise this planting as screening where appropriate to aid the sites integration into the
surrounding landscape. Any landscaping involved in the development of the site will be
promptly planted up with a diversity of vegetation in keeping with the wider landscape.

will

The site of the buildings has been chosen for a number of reasons. The chosen site for the
dwelling is the flattest portion of the overall site, which will mean a propofiionally lower
environmental impact to install the foundations I hard standing. It also has the truest
unintemupted South-facing aspect on site, allowing for the greatest solar gain and therefore the
greatest potential performance of the house in terms of fuel efficiency.
The dwelling site was also chosen to further assist the water management by the steep drop
beneath the site and to the North East, where it is intended to install the reed bed system. Such a
topography will ensure that the system will run efficiently and passively and will mean that the
visual screening effect of any associated planting (e.g. coppice) here will be very effective wher
viewed from the road without compromising the solar gain of the dwelling. All buildings will
be recessed into the landscape and obscured by planting to reduce visual impact.
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2.4.2 Ancillary Buildings

.

I have carefully chosen the site of all of the buildings associated with the project to ensure
operational efficiency, facilitate visual screening and with a view to minimise impact in the case
of the implementation of the exit strategy. The only exceptions to this is the poultry housing
which will be movable around the site, to give the birds fresh foraging areas on a rotation basis.
The visual screening of the dwelling and outbuildings from direct view will be achieved using a
copse of willow whilst not casting too much shade. Other views into the site will be screened b1
the natural topography of the site. Selected trees will be allowed to grow on as standards in
strategic locations, and omitted from future management.
(see appendices of whole site block plan for visual screening)
2.5 Woodland management

2.5.t Silvicultural systems
People have been managing woodland for thousands of years, a variety of Silvicultural systems
have been developed each has its merits and draw backs,I will be managing Allt goch
woodland with a mixture of continuous cover system and coppicing. As the name suggests
continuous cover management means keeping a continuous canopy of tree with in the woodlanc
thoughtfully to maintain a sustainable harvest. Regeneration is by self seeding from mature
trees with in the woodland, the continuous cover system help to maintain the character of the
woodland and allows the flora and fauna to increase the bio-diversity over time.
Coppicing within the continuous cover system, work well as the coppicing of the understory
trees also allows for natural regeneration from an established root system and increases the
volume of available material with every coppice cycle.
goch woodland has been unmanaged woodland for a great number of years, and will only
benefit from being put back in to a proper management cycle of work, this in turn will increase
the bio-diversity and increase the local wild life population and increase the population of
breeding birds with in the new habitat structure.

Allt

The management of the woodland will be under taken using traditional methods of woodland
management using traditional hand tools and for the extraction of timber. I have been using
traditional methods of woodland management and teaching these methods for the past 17 years
in other local privately owned woodland and have been very successful in keeping the
woodland productive and healthy for present and future generations. Small diameter timber for
the use in my craft work, charcoal and bio-char production will be extracted via a direct
woodland track access to the land above by use of quad bike and small logging trailer any large
diameter timber that will be extracted from the woodland will be achieved by contracting in a
horse logger which will help minimise the carbon foot print of any works and reduce any soil
compaction or detrimental effects on the woodland.
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The one exception to my chosen management systems will be % acre of mature Larch, which
will be clear felled and re-planted with local province broad leaf trees. The Larch, once felled
and processed on-site will be used for the cladding and structural timber required for building
the workshop, poultry housing and other ancillary structures on-site. The larch will be extractec
from the woodland, directly to the land above using horse logging.

Small scale timber extraction with quad bike and logging trailer, Coed Tyllwyd, Llanfarian.

Horse logging in Coxhead woodland2015.

Horse logging is an efficient and flexible approach to timber extraction from woodland,
incorporating both modern and traditional equipment. The use of horses can minimise damage
to existing crops and woodland floor, and allows for work in small Ereas unreachable by other
extraction methods.

From the early Middle Ages until the late nineteen century most woods in the United Kingdom
were coppiced. In this traditional method of managing woodland the trees were cut at intervals,
typically every 5-20 years, to produce a crop of poles for which there was a wide range of
2
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markets. By the late 1800s coppicing was on the wane and today only a small fraction of
woodland remains actively coppiced. The long history of coppicing has profoundly influenced
the plants and animals now found in many semi-natural woods. Coppicing creates conditions
suitable for many plants, insects and birds but it is particularly important to those requiring very
open woodland habitats. The decline in coppicing has resulted in serious losses of habitat for
certain open-woodland species. The future survival of some butterflies, for example, may
depend on the retum to more traditional methods of managing woodland. Coppicing is being
revived on many woodland nature reserves but it may also prove suitable for some woods
which are not reserves.
2.5.3 What is coppicing?

The basic feature of a coppiced wood is that it is cut periodically and the trees are allowed to regrow from the cut stumps, which are termed stools. The word coppice is derived from the
French 'couper', meaning to cut. A coppiced wood provides a self-renewing source of wood
allowing an indefinite number of crops of stems to be taken. Coppiced trees can live to a great
age. Some of the oldest trees in British woods are coppice stools which may be more than 1,000
years old. Traditionally a wood contains coppiced trees (Underwood) and scattered timber trees
(standards). In an actively coppiced wood an area of &e Underwood is cut each winter. The
names given to such an area of felled coppice differ from one part of England to another but
they include panel, cant, fell, coupe, sale and burrow, while in Scotland and northern England
the term is hagg. Within a single wood, coppicing usually gives rise to an irregular patchwork
of panels at different stages of growth. Panels typically range in size from a half to three
hectares. Occasionally, coppicing is conducted in a more regular fashion, with an equal-sized
area being cut each year, or even with the entire wood being coppiced at intervals.

Most coppice is grown as 'coppice-with-standards' but occasionally woods consist purely of
Underwood and these are termed 'simple coppice'. Standard trees are usually oak, but ash is
also common. Production of both timber and underwood from the same wood requires a careful
balance to ensure that there are not so many standards as to suppress the coppice.

It is my intention to put Coed Allt goch, it to a 10 year coppice management plan. This equates
to the 5 acres of woodland to be divided up into Yz aue plots, with only Yz an acre cut or
coppiced on an annual basis (see appendices, coppice management map). This in turn will give
enough material on an annual basis to cover the necessary requirements for charcoal production
craft courses and furniture making on site to cover my needs. This then gives the cut or coppice
a full 10 years re-growth before being re-cut/coppiced. Only the occasional standard/mature
tree will be removed when required to stop overcrowding, when one standard tree is removed
another selected tree of the same species will be chosen, and be allowed to grow on as a
standard to replace the felled tree. With these management practices in place it will mean that
there will be a healthy ecologically sound, productive and diverse woodland for generation to
come, with an increased and flourishing amount of flora and fauna.

2t
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2.5,4 The conservation value of coppice

In the middle Ages most Underwood was composed of mixtures of trees and shrubs descended
from those in our prehistoric forests. Invaluable relics of this special vegetation still survive in
many ancient woods where coppicing was continued into the present century.
It is important that the traditions of coppice management continue in appropriate broadleaved
woods for the following reasons.
Most woodland plants and animals are largely confined to ancient woods which have had a
fairly stable history of coppice management over hundreds of years. These species have been
suited by this management in the past and are likely, therefore, to benefit from it in the future.
1.

2.Many woods have become much poorer in their ground vegetation and in insect species since
the decline in coppicing. Some butterflies, in particular, require the open conditions of newly
cleared woodland which was once provided by coppicing. Several ofthe woodland fritillary
butterflies, for example, have become much rarer since the decline in coppicing.
3. Actively coppiced woodland is very diverse in its structure and is, therefore, attractive to
many different plants and animals. Rich communities of birds, for example, can be found in
coppiced woods with many stages of growth. Although no birds are confined to coppiced
woods, some, such as nightingale and garden warbler, find ideal habitats in coppice. These
species and other birds needing open and young woodland were probably far more widespread
before the decline in coppicing.
4. Many people find that coppicing creates aesthetically attractive woodland. Not everyone
agrees, of course, but few can fail to appreciate the magnificent carpets of spring flowers that
often appear in recently felled areas. The cultural value of coppicing should not be overlooked
and needs to be carried on to future generations to help keep and preserve our traditional rural
crafts industry alive and woodlands healthy, diverse and species rich.
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am planning on keeping a flock of 6 hens with 1 cockerel. Their primary role will be to
produce eggs, table birds and to provide "broody hens" for the duck eggs. I have chosen a breed
called Ixworth. They are one of four poultry breeds considered "critical" by the rare breeds
survival trust. They will be kept in a purpose made coop on wheels which will be moved arouni
the plot to provide fresh forage for the chickens and also to maximize their pest control

I

.

potential.

Chicken coop
A purpose made mobile chicken coop will be used to house the chickens at night. It will be
rodent and fox proof. It will essentially be a simple timber construction on wheels. It will be
beneficial to be able to move the chicken coop around the site appropriately. It will be mounted
on four lightweight wheels and will be designed to be moveable by one person.

Materials
It will be made primarily from off-cuts produced during the major building works. The roof
will be lined with roofing felt for a lightweight finish. It will use high grade chicken wire to
ensure rodent proofing.
Construction
The coop will be constructed in the workshop using sawn soft wood from site and whatever
happens to be available and appropriate.

Reversibility
This building will leave no footprint on the earth.

I am planning on keeping 6 Khaki Campbell ducks and one drake. They will be confined to the
garden by a 6 ft chicken wire fence (which should keep the foxes at bay during the day). They

will

be housed in a rat-proof shelter at night.

Duck house
A purpose made mobile duck house will be used to house the ducks at night. It will be rodent
and fox proof. It will be a simple timber construction on wheels that will look very similar to
2
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The chicken coop, again it will be beneficial to be able to move the duck house around the site
appropriately. It will be mounted on four lightweight wheels and will be designed to be
moveable by one person.

Materials

.

It will be made primarily from off-cuts produced during the major building works. The roof will
be lined with roofing felt for a liglrtweight finish. It will use high grade chicken wire to ensure
rodent proofing.
Construction
The coop will be constructed in the workshop using sawn soft wood from site and what ever
happens to be available and appropriate.

Reversibility
This building

will

leave no footprint on the earth.

Poultry feed costs
Chickens; 6 chickens will need approximately 1 sack of feed every 2 months
Ducks; 6 ducks will need approximately 1 sack of feed every 2 months

At f,20.00 per sack this works out to be L240 per year combined.
Vet bitls; Hopefully I won't need to worry about vet bills, but I need to budget for the
possibility. I have contacted a localvet, and am budgeting for f,100 per year, to cover both
chickens and ducks.

Total cost of animals; I estimate the total cost of the animals per year to be f340.00.
Although neither the chickens or ducks will be producing eggs as a colnmercial venture, any
excess not being used for personal consumption, could then be sold from the gate or local
village shop.

2l
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The following table shows expected value of egg and poultry produced on-site.

number

Chicken
esss
Duck eggs

6

6

t.20

6

6

1.50

Sub Total

12

12

Chickens for
table
Ducks for
table
Sub total
Total
consumption
Total less
costs at
f,340.00

176
dozen
176
dozen
352

422.40

156:

31.20

39t.24

528.00

156:

39.00

489.00

950.40

74.20

880.20

:30.00

00.00

6

30.00

6

30.00

6

6

42.04

6

42.00

6:

t2

72.A0

l2

72.00

42.00

72.40
142.20

00.00
00.00

544.20

I have estimated for the purpose of onsite consumption that I will consume on an annual
basis 1 egg per day at a total annual value of L70.20,
I have estimated for onsite consumption I will raise and consume 6 x chickens and 6 x ducks
Annually atatotal value of L72.00
Total annual value of poultry and eggs consumed on site f.142.00

I have estimated for the purpose of onsite production a value of f.540.20 of possible income
from eggs available for sale or bafier. This figure has not been added in to the cash flow
forecast.

a
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3. Land based

enterprise overvieru.

3.1 Charcoal products

I have been making BBQ charcoal and other charcoal related products for over 15 years,
utilising small scale timber and coppiced wood from woodland management contract work. I
have designed a low cost method of recycled oil tanks and 45 gallon drums to make a charcoal
retort from a design I saw in the African state of Gambia,unlike other charcoal burning

methods this retort system give a better rate of return volume and weight of charcoal to raw
wood, as it has the heat source on the outside of the drums containing the wood to be chard and
includes a design which allows the methane gas produced during the bum process to be burnt
off, rather than other methods which releases the gases :rrlto the envtonment making it amCIre
environmentally friendly way of production.
With this charcoal retort methodl prodrice a range ofBBQ charcoal, Artists drawing charcoal
and Bio-char soil conditioner and improver.
These charcoal products are sold at various different national and regional shows, fairs and loci
shops including Llanfair clydogau, Llangybi, Llanddewi brefi and Lampeter transition market.
I have also started to supply under contract, charcoal to CCF, Clynderwen & Cardiganshire
Farmers stores throughout Wales.

Income derived from charcoal products can be located in 5 year cash flow forecast in
Appendices.

Charcoal burning in a retort system produces

arL

average of 60kg per bum cycle.
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Earth Encounters Charcoal product range.

Bio char is a product in the charcoal range produced by Earth Encounters and has met with
great response with local sales. Bio char is fast proving to be an effective method of improving
soil conditioning and a way of increasing food production. By the introduction of bio char to
vegetable or flower bed or any growing area not only does it improve the fertility of the soil, it
also has the capabilities of removing harmful toxins in the ground, helps break down the
negative effects of pesticides which my remain in the soil and can also suppress methane and
nitrous oxide, and also sequesters carbon in the soil. It is intended that bio char made on site
during my charcoal burning will be used in helping soil improvements to the food growing
areas on site.
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Yes, but at present there is no bio-char accreditation service in the UK. The British bio-char
foundation is working towards offering accreditation of bio-char as demand increases, but the
European bio-char certificate can be adopted on a voluntary basis today. ii_i_i:,,i.j-!j.i11;ii4*:
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Over the last 5 years quite a lot of research has been done on a global scale and still being
done, but it can be confidently said that if bio-char is produced and developed sustainably on a
local scale it will ;

1. Help govefitments and local authorities meet local, national and international,
greenhouse gas emissions targets and reduce biodegradable waste landfill targets. It wil.
also help local govemment to move towards lower carbon economies and lower carbon
communities for the future.

2. Help

farmers and growers from all sectors to increase productivity, which in turn would
help with local sustainability, increase local and national food security, increase local
and national commerce. It will also allow us to manage other organic waste such as
farm manure, slurry and green waste more efflectively and to maximise the value of the
nutrients in those organic (so called) 'wastes'. It will also reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions and carbon footprint of farming, one of the largest emitters and footprints on
the planet and finally, all this increase in productivity would increase local employment

3. Help our environment by reducing the amount of chemical fertilisers,

pesticides and
herbicides that we throw onto soils or use on our plants, reduce nitrates leaching from
soils causing less pollution in our inland waterways due to its absorption and fixing
qualities and it will help to bring the life back into all the soils that its used on.

4. It could

also create a bio-char technology industry, manufacturing machines to make
bio-char that might also lead to better local energy security.

J
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Project<

> is a collaborative effort among
Aberystwyth Llniversity, Bangor University and Swansea University funded through the Welsh
European funding office in order to benefit companies in Wales which want to access academic
and technological expertise in bio-processing with applications in health and pharrnaceutical,
bio-based compounds and bio-fuels. BEACON is led by Aberystwyth University in
collaboration with parlners at Bangor and Swansea Universities. We are backed with f 10.6
million from the European Regional Development Fund through the Welsh Government.

The BEACON+

BEACON will build on research already underway at Aberystwyth University's
Institute of Biological Environmental and Rural Sciences (IBERS) to produce fuels from energy
crops such as high-sugar grasses like rye.
Bangor University will build on work to develop new materials and chemicals from plants
which can be used to develop innovative products.
BEACON will also enable Swansea University to focus on developing their expertise in using
bacteria and fungi to digest, or ferment, plant matter within the bio refining process.
BEACON aims to contribute to developing renewable energy and assist in the transition to a
low carbon economy with an overall objective of mitigating the impact of climate change.

BEACON is seeking to:

o
o
o
.
r

Establish links between the business community and academia within Wales.
Develop new products and processes that will support economic growth.
Create highly skilled jobs in the area of green biotechnology.
Support inward investment.
Promote science excellence from Wales.

am presently working in collaboration with Dr Jersson Placido Ph.D., M.Sc, Research
Assistant, Beacon* Project, Institute of Life Science, University Medical School
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Tony has been running greenwood craft and traditional woodland management courses in the
area for some 15 years, with most courses being oversubscribed with participants. These
courses have been run at various locations within the Ceredigion and Carmarthenshire areas, the
courses previously being run from sites not owned by tony have additional financial outlays,
including travel expenses, site hire charges and extra impacts on time and the environment from
fuel use as listed below.

f 100.00

This two day course gives pafticipants a chance to make that beautiful garden gate you havt
always desired (Bring measurements and take home something really useful). An introductior
to the use of several important green woodworking tools and skiils, including drawknife, froe
spoke shave, mortise knife, twybil, side axe, brace and bit and cleaving brake.

Course attendees at Longwood community woodland, Lampeter.
3.2.2 Rustic chair and stool making course,

f 150.00

This two day course gives you a chance to make a nafisraL looking piece of furniture, as lovel''
and individual as you. The chair or stool is made from small round wood thinning chosen b;
you with a Choice from a wooden slatted or woven bark seat.
r:'
if;*ffi6
G;::1{"

Course attendees at Denmark conservation centre, Lampeter
a

-t,
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3.?.3 Make and use Fole-Lathe, Cost per persCIn Pole-iathe lShave horse

f 120.00

Make your own pole-lathe or shave horse, this two day course will utilise a variety of carpentry
and greenwood skills. Choose from different designs of pole lathe suitable for the garden,
garage or woodland. Altematively, make your own shave horse and practise your pole-lathe and
green woodworking skills at the same time.

Participants on pole lathe making course at Denmark farm conservation centre.

f 30.00

Spend the day in the woods leaming how to make charcoal using various different methods,
from the traditional earth clamp as well as a charcoal retort and 45 gallon drum method. Course
participants will leave the course with a bag of charcoal and aftists drawing charcoal.

Charcoal burning retort method and 45 gallon drum of charcoal.

Tony Eames - Allt goch
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f 150.00

During the two day workshop you will be using animal bi-products in the way of raw hide and
leather. The process takes you through soaking the raw hide and stretching it over a pre-made
wooden drum ring, making a handle and weaving on the back of the drum, which tensions the
raw hide and makes your shamanic drum look good. After allowing the raw hide on your drum
to dry and shrink for a taught fit over night. The second day will allow you time to finish off
decorating your drum and drum beater, then when everyone has finished, everyone will be
Invited to take part in a shamanic journey with their drum to find the spirit within. On
completion you have the option to take your drum on a Shamanic journey to find the Spirit of
your Drum. A11 materials are included in the workshop fee; please bring any special items you
would like to attach to your drum while making it (feathers, beads, hair braids, ECT).

Income derived from Greenwood craft courses can be located in 5 year cash flow forecast in
Appendices.

J
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3.2.6 Environmental impact of site due to greenwood craft courses

Consideration for the environmental impact of the site have been carefully considered as has the
location for the sitting of the courses. A11 of the greenwood courses will be run over 2 ar 3 day
weekends throughout the year and all will with the exception of the charcoal 1 day course be
based around the workshop area of the site. The 1 day charcoal burning courses will take place
within the woodland boundary of Allt Goch; participants for these charcoal burning courses will
be expected to walk from the parking area to the charcoal burning site within the woodland. A11
other courses will be based at the workshop site situated close to the main entrance way in to
the site.
Course participants arriving by private car will be expected to park in the designated parking
area to the left hand side of the holding just inside the main entrance, where there will be
parking for up to 6 private vehicles.
There will be no vehicular movements around the rest of the site while the courses are in
progress. Participant will be allowed to explore the rest of the site and woodland, with the
exception of the private residential dwelling during break time during the day and during the
evening for those participants who have taken up the free basic camping facilities on site.
need during their courses will have been previously harvested
from the woodland and taken to the workshop area before the participants arrive on site for the
courses. With these measures in place there should be zero to minimal detrimental
environmental impacts on the wider site and any impacts willbe confined to the workshop area,
which will be in use on a daily basis by myself.

All materials the participants will

Present location and costs of green woodworking sites

Distance and cost from home

Site and Location,

Site hire charge

Denmark farm conservation
Centre, Lampeter.
Coed Tamsin, Moriha,
Abervstwyth.
Mynydd Mawr woodland park
Tumble.
Longwood community woodland
Lampeter.

f,20.00 Per person 17 Miles round trip
Attendine course
48.8 Miles round trip
f,5.00 per person
Attendine course
f5.00 per person 82.6 Miles round trip
Attending course
12 Miles round trip
f30.00 per day
Site charge

These extra financial and environmental impacts will be negated once working from his Alt
goch woodland site and would not be expected to impact on the amount off attendees on the

Tony Eames - Allt goch
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courses. It is intended to also run a shuttle service from the village to the woodland site to cut
down on the transport impact of the site and hopefully this will in-turn enable course attendees
to use pubtic transport links to the village of Llanddewi brefi, which will in-tum cut down on
the environmental impact of the site and courses being run. It would also give the course
attendees the choice of walking the short 1.5 kilometres to the woodland site from the village of
Llanddewi brefi (see appendices for Public transport links to Llanddewi brefi)
Course attendees will also have the choice of basic camping facilities on site to help minimise
further the environmental impact to the area, or there will be the option to stay in a local Bed
and breakfast to hopefully boost other local business in the area.

J
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It is intended to offer participants the choice during their course to either stay on site with
"Basic" camping facilities or they may choose to stay in one of the local bed and breakfast.

'

Basic camping facilities which will be offered "free of charge" to course participants. These
facilities will "ONLY BE AVAILABLE" to course participants during their course and at no
other times. Basic facilities means basic, access to compost toilet and washing facilities and an
outdoor covered cooking area. No food or electrical hook-ups will be available.

Those course participants who do not wish to take up the offer of free basic camping facilities
on-site during their greenwood working course will also be offered a list of local bed and
breakfast accommodations within the local area. Two of which, would be within walking
distance of the Allt goch site.

The Pantglas centre, Llanddewi brefi, SY25 6PE, is a short 15 minutes walk from the site and

The New inn Llanddewi brefi SY25 6RS is located in the village of Llanddewi brefi although a
little further at 1.5 kilometres is also within walking distance of the site.

A Third would be Pant-teg bed and breakfast and cottages SA48 8LL, located outside Llanfair
clydogau. Although Pant-teg is with walking distance of the Allt goch site it would only be
offered to course participants as a last resort as anybody staying there would more than likely
drive to and fro during their time on their course.

4t
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Tony has for the previous 10 years has built a very good reputation of designing making and
selling his bespoke range of Eames chairs for both home and garden. One of his main selling
points is that only traditional hand tools are used in his furniture production and no power tools.
All of the wood that is used in the production of furniture has no financial outlays,
Although there is a labour outlay as all will be coming from his annual winter woodland
management of both Alt goch woodland and other local woodlands he manages for other clients
and owners. This contract work will continue during the future winter seasons as work on-site
allows and will be added to from the thinning and timber removed during the annual woodland
management of the woodland on site at Alt goch.
Furniture made is all priced on an individual basis, depending on type of wood used in the
production, the style and size of each piece of work. Prices of chairs recently sold in the
previous years have ranges &om f 175.00 for a basic stick chair, up to f850.00 for a bone oak
story telling chair, alt of which are sold through his web site6 and also local and national
festivals and craft shows as well as regular twice monthly Transition markets in Lampeter
Victoria hall. He has also in previous years had gallery showing of his work at Rhiannon's gold
centre and gallery Tregaron, the National Botanic Garden Wales, both of which have had good
sale returns &om the shows.

r
Rhiannon's gold centre gallery, Tregaron

4
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Rhiannon's gold centre and gallery, Tregaron
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Range of bespoke rustic chairs and tables by Earth Encounters.co.uk
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In recent years there has been as shift in people purchasing more local and sustainable products
and being less reliant on imported products, this has led to an increase in sales of locally
produced items.
Tony now sells an average of 6 to 10 chairs annually which in financial terms mean a return of
some f5000.00 in fumiture sales, although this number has been under estimated for sale
income with in the 5 year cash flow forecast.

A range of other coppice, greenwood and pole lathe turned items will also be produced on site
from annual woodland management on site which will include;
Bean poles and pea sticks,
Besom brumes,
CIeft gates and hurdles,
Garden baskets,
Decretive pole later turned bowls, vases, mushrooms and other items being developed.

Income derived from Furniture and coppice products can be located in 5 year cash flow forecasl
in Appendices.
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4. Energy, \ilater and waste
4.1 Services on-site.
There are no existing services on-site

4.2 Water

To meet the water needs for the site, I will be installing a number of different systems on site,
these will include: 1, Rainwater harvesting from all buildings on-site, 2, Water harvesting &om
present ground water course on-site and the development of new water catchment areas on-site
(i.e. ponds).
It is also fortunate this is a site with abundant water, there is also an active natural water spring
on the land that runs from the fields through the woodland , which from visiting the land on a
regular basis over the last 3 years the spring is running for 12 months of the year on-site.
The average UK consumption of water is 150 litres per day per eapita (DEFRA 2011) which for
the average LIK household would include, flushing toilets, washing machines, dishwashers,
ECT.

I would be expecting to use no more than 40 litres per day per capita for all my domestic needs.
I have had previous experiences of non-mains water collection for domestic use and as a result,
I am confident I can comfortably stay within the 40 litres per person per day. The 3 main
elements that enable this are the use of small washbasin's and sinks the use of a shower instead
of a bath and no flushing toilets on site only using compost toileting systems.
The land based business enterprises on site, will be using purely water harvested through the
rainwater harvesting system, as all structures on site will have effrcient rainwater harvesting
systems installed.
The largest use of water on-site will be taken up by food production, which will be heavily
reliant on rain water. The rainwater harvesting systems on all buildings on-site teamed with the
planned water storage systems on site will be sufficient to cope with the demands. There is also
planned a series of trenches to be dug and water catchment areas that will naturally irrigate the
food production areas and thus avoid the need to transport large amounts of water by hand.
Based on the equation of average local rainfall for Ceredigion' x surface area of temporary
dwelling, workshop and poly tunnel of 703 square feet I calculate an estimate of 97,963 litres o
rainwater harvesting and collection per year.
703 square feet X 1500mm rain fall :97,963litres.
Less 40 litres daily usage x 352days:14,080
Remains =83,883 litres for food production.
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A; Natural spring.
B ; Natural water course for ground water entering land.
C; Ground water morrement across land.
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4.2.2 Water storage systems

Water storage systems will be installed on site. It is intended to utilise 200 gallon IBC caged
containers for this purpose. These are obtainable locally from a supplier in Tregaron; these IBC
containers have previously been used to transport bulk food supplies and will need little or no
cleaning before usage and installation on site. It is intended to start with 6 x 200 gallon IBC
containers on site which will give a storage capachy of 1200 gallons (5455.31 litres); these will
be stacked in pairs and linked into one continuous system for maximum storage capacity. With
this type of storage system it will be easy to increase the storage capacrty as needs and increasec
production requires.
These containers will be partly dug into the ground to aid storage and to take into account of
land shape and gradient and also to have them placed close to the food growing areas on site. It
is envisaged over time to increase this storage to 10 IBC containers to give a storage capacity of
some 2000 gallons (9092.18 litres) which as well as increased storage capacity, it will also help
if there a.re any extended periods of possible drought in the area.

4.2.3 Water Filtration Treatment

The domestic water use in the house for drinking and cooking will require treatment to kill off
harmful bugs and bacteria. I will use a series of filters from a course mesh to filter out leaves
and twigs, a finer mesh to filter out smaller bit of wildlife and muck and then this will be fed
into large cartridge filters with 20 micron and 5 micron filters. The final stage will be an 8w
Ultra Violet water sterilising unit to sterilise the bugs and bacteria still within the water. This
8w UV unit will use around 0.2kwh of electrictty per day to run.
The cost wilt be around 9300.00 Inc vat to buy brand new. The UV lamp bulb will need
changing yearly at a cost of fll5.00, the filters will need to be changed every couple of years at
around f,28.00
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4.3 Electricity
The OPD Practice Guidance states that sites should be broadly energy self-sufficient.
Allt goch does not currently have any grid connection. The design of the systems has been
designed to enable me to meet my domestic and enteqprise needs from the land.

Electricity, cooking, space and water heating will be met using zero-carbon renewable
energy, i.e., biomass (heat), solar thermal (heat), and solar photovoltaic's (electricity).
According to the practice guidance, small amounts of non-renewable energy are acceptable
where justified by need and suitability. Examples given include bottled gas for cooking in the
sufitmer and specific agricultural, horticultural, woodland management and processing tasks.
Any use of non renewable will be accounted for in the EFA monitoring.

The electrical requirements are based on current bills for my current stone cottage running low
energy lighting and normal house hold appliances, which include refrigerator, freezers,
washing machine and a small workshop. I intend to have a smaller house with very low energy
lighting and appliances, but will have the addition of more freezer space for food storage and a
much larger workshop
I current use an average of 2500 kWh annually. At 15p per kWh for renewably sourced
electricity this wouldbe f.375
I currently use an average of 107 Kwh a month during spring and summer time; this currently
rises to an average of 150Kwh a month during the winter.

I estimate that with the design of a more insulated house and larger workshop I will use
approximately the same 2500 kwh annually. To enable this usage on an annual basis it is
intended to install a 4 Kw solar and battery storage system which will give an approximate
annual yield of 3,400 Kwh annuallys, with atypical 1z.8kwh/day in summer and .Zkttthlday in

winter, which would be enough to supply power for an average family size home. Although this
system has the ability of producing some 900 Kwh annually than presently used, the extra
production and storage capacrty with help to cover less productive times throughout the year.

8
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Table shows Outline of daily electrical needs based on maximum usages

Power requirements per day
Laptop computer, printer, router
Smal1 items(phone, Ipad, camera)
Kitchen appliances(food processer, blender, ect)
LED Lighting
Fridge and freezer
Vacuum, washing machine & other horqq lrqldjlqqL
Total energy requirements per day
Typical daily solar power

Kwh
0.8
0.32
1.54
0.35
0.48
0.45

3.94Kwh
4.2kwh/day (winter)
12.8kwh/day(summer)

The projected typical generation comfortably exceeds demand in both winter and summer
allowing for the storage of excess energy as hot water and or in batteries. This will provide
flexibility at times of low solar gain.

Minimum energy use is a priority. Here are some of the measures I have included in my
design:

. Dwelling house to be super insulated with thermal mass for heat storage.

. South facing dwelling

house for optimum solar gain.

. Triple glazing on north facing windows.
. LED low power lights throughout home and ancillary structures.

. Appliances chosen for optimum energy efficiency.
. Verandas to provide drying space for clothes.

4
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Heating and cooking will be provided through the use of a wood fuelled range, which will also
be used for the heating of water. The fuel for this within the first 2 to 3 years of occupancy onsite will be met by the 5 acres of woodland which will be put back into a traditional woodland
management system of thinning and coppicing, during which time there will be shofi rotation
coppice willow planted on-site around the field systems which will be, by year 3 will be
harvesting enough bio-mass and fuel to sustain the dwelling on-site.

Having considered the options for cooking during the summer months when lighting a wood
fuelled range would be impracticable, during this time most cooking would be achieved by
cooking outside with a wood fired cob oven, with the possibility of supplementing this with a
small gas fuelled stove, which would use no more than 2 x 15kg gas bottles annually.
Both of these methods are viable options for cooking during the summer months. A solar hot
water system will also be installed on the drvelling for the supply on hot water needs during the
summer months.
During the winter months this demand for hot water will be met by the use of a wood burning
stove with back boiler and heavily insulated water storage tank within the dwelling.

Following advice from Crops for Energy Ltd Bristole I will be growing three varieties of willorn
to help guard the willow crop against damaging outbreaks of disease and pests.
The varieties I have chosen are Resolution and Endurance, Resolution will be the predominate
species for heating use as this variety has a tall erect habit and is very fast growing reaching up
to 4 metres tall in its establishment year. It is one of the highest yielding varieties with yields of
14 dry tonnes per hectare per year.
Endurance

tial plot at IBERS, Aberystwyth.

This picture was taken on26thNovember 2014.
Most SRC willow varieties have lost their leaves this late in the season
e

www.crops4energ.y.co.uk
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4.6 Planting and harvesting

In conventional farming of SRC willow the willow is grown 0.6m between plants in pairs of
rows 0.75m apartwith 1.5m between each pair of rows. This spacing is to allow harvesting by a
mechanised harvester. I shall be harvesting by hand and as such I will adjust the spacing to lm
between all the rows. The usual planting density is around 12000 to 15000 cuttings per hectare
(4850 to 6070 per acre), I shall be plantingat aratio of around 18000 cuttings per hectare(6000
per acre) planting alotal of 1 acres in total most of which will be used as bio-mass for heating
and hot water, with the remaining being turned into Artists drawing charcoal for sale as part of
the land based entetprise
It will be beneficial to provide a weed suppressing layer around the cuttings during the first few
years. I will do this with silage clamp sheets, cardboard, wood chips and anything else I can
find that will provide a mulch layer with minimal cost. The SRC willow will be planted over a
3 year period, starting in year one to year three of the management plan. This then intern will
from year three give an annual crop of willow for bio mass fuel of approximately 617 dry tonnes
annually

Resolution strain SRC willow cut atZndyear afler planting.
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5. Waste on site

be composted on site and used to improve the soil condition in
the domestic vegetable growing areas on-site. Any cooked food will be composted on-site in a
wofinery system that can process cooked vegetable matter into suitable highly fenile compost.
A11 grey water produced from on-site activity will be processed through a reed bed system of
ponds that will then be held and used as an addition to the rainwater harvesting systems for
irrigation of the vegetable growing areas on-site. There will be the sole use of eco-friendly and
natural detergents on-site.

All non-cooked food waste will

Human faeces and urine will be processed on-site using a compost toilet separator system that
separates the faeces from the urine. The faeces will be collected and composted with a separate
area until it is suitable to use as human manure.
This system involves a non digging system and the faeces are composted down above ground.
Once the pathogens have broken down the humanure will be distibuted around the site at the
base of trees and bushes where it will not come into direct contact with the fruit.
A11 green waste and waste produced by the on-site business activities will be returned to the
ground as either mulch or compost to improve ttre soil and growing conditions.
be used in the domestic vegetable growing areas, all other
household waste such as non-degradable packaging, plastics, glass ect will be kept the
minimum due to present recycling methods and buying practices as I currently only purchase
items they require little or no packaging and currently only produce 1 small carrier bag of
recyclable waste on a forhrightly basis. This will be further reduced with the growing and
consumption of more of on-site produce and food.

Atl of the poultry manures will

5.1 Waste (including sitting, storage and processing)

The main waste processing area will be sited in the outbuildings. Human waste will be
composted using a 3=chamber compost toilet. Two of the chambers will be used for solid waste
and the third chamber used for urine. Compost toilets are now a well documented solution to
the challenge of sustainable sewage solutions at source. The solid human waste is layered with
browns (cardboard, paper, etc) and greens (grass clippings, weeds etc) in a sealed composting
chamber where it is contained for a minimum of 12 months. On emptying the resultant composl
is effectively safe, inert soil. This will be used on the SRC willow. The urine will be composted
using straw bales. Research by Peter Harper, Director of Biological Research at CAT10 reveals
that nitrogen's in the urine are neutralised by the carbon content of straw whilst retaining all the
minerals, nutrients for use as mulch. Thus, the straw will be changed fortnightly and used to
mulch the SRC. Kitchen waste will be similarly composted using a dual chamber custom made
woftnery. The cooked food scraps and raw food scraps being composted by cultivated tiger and
earth worrns. The resultant compost will be used to mulch the house garden. Waste water will

io
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be proeessed using a reed bed system. The waste water will come from the bath, the washing
machine and the bathroom/ kitchen sink. It will then pass through a series of reed beds planted

with bulrush, yellow flag and willow. Any nutrient residue in the waste water will be taken up
by these plants. The water will then flow into the wildlife pond. The water in effect being
purified before being allowed to return to the natural water courses.

'

5.2 Greywater systems

Grey water, water from dishwashing and bathing, will be treated by running it through a reed
bed system. The exit of the reed beds will have a point for
accessing the water purity. The reed beds will be located below the main dwelling, the reed
beds will be laid out in a zigzag of three individual reed beds to extend
the distance and time the grey water spends within the reeds allowing the reeds and bacteria
more time to more efficiently clean the water.
The first bed witl be a 'Vertical Flow' redbud using its larger surface area to act as a buffer, for
when high flow rates occur, such as emptying the bath.

(fmog.s from The Centrefor Altermtive Technology web site)
The two further reed beds in the zigzagwill be of the 'Horizontal
thoroughly clean the water at a steady rate.

l-ll;',e*ntal

f

lol'.r

Flow' type to more

reed='*c iCAT t
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The cleaned water exiting the reed bed will then flow across the SRC willow area to irrigate the
willow and to expose the water to more oxygen and finally soak in around the willow roots. The
SRC willow will take up the grey water in its roots and into the plant stems. The SRC willow,
being a fuel crop, will be burnt. I consider this to be the most complete grey water system I
could create on-site.
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6. Zero carbon buildings

I have designed the dwelling to conform to the primary requirements of One Pianet

.

Development, which are:
To provide a functional space which, in addition to housing residents, can also be used as a
working area, as a water collection system, as a growing area, as a drying space, and as a source
of electricity.

o

To be embedded into the landscape.

o

To be made of locai, natural materials.

.

To be zero carbon in construction and use.

These requirements, along with the needs and resources of the household have dictated the
design. The buildings therefore have the following attributes.

r

The use of passive solar gain from south facing windows

.

Space allotted fbr solar photovoltaic panels and solar hot water

o

Plenty of storage space for seasonal crops and materials

e

No more than one and half storeys high

o

Timber framed construction with straw bale insulation

o

Dwelling will confotm to relevant building regulations

There is presently no building on-site.

5
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6.2 Proposed buildings - design and materials
The domestic dwelling of course will conform to the relevant building regulations and has been
designed with these in mind. The domestic dwelling will be the only structure on site to which
formal building regulations will apply. Other structures on site fall into the category of,
Ancillary buildings or poly tunnel.
The domestic dwelling has been designed with the site in mind and to try and mitigate any
visual impact from direct view in to the site. It will be sited on a north east to south west
direction, to capture the most ofthe direct sun light and for solar capture during the year. the
position has been chosen to the south west boundary line as there in a natural dipi contour in
the ground level at this point to aid screen the dwelling.
The design of the roof has been considered and will be a single pitch roof slopping down
towards the main entrance of the site, again to make the most of the solar gain. More
importantly with the roof slopping towards the main entrance to the site and with the added
green roof covedrg, will also help mitigats any visual impact from direct view. There will also
be willow planting screens along three sides of the drive wayltrack to the dwelling to help
mitigate direct views from outside the site.

6.2.1Domestic dwelling 13.5 x 9 metres

Construction
The domestic dwelling will be constructed on site using timber framed round wood larch with
non-load bearing straw bale in-fillwalls.

Materials
Timber frame; Locally sourced and grown

round wood larch is suitable for load-bearing
structural timber frame and readily available from present working site in Llangybi.

Straw bales; Straw is not typically grown locally due to climatic conditions. Experiments
carried out at, Tir-y-gafel in Pembrokeshire have confirmed that hay, while easily and ready
available locally does not have the structural stability for wall insulation, therefore it is intendeci
to purchase straw bales from the nearest available source. This is presently from a supplier at
Cross inn, Aberaeron.

Plaster; Lime plaster or Hemp

Crete plaster are both ready available locally from Ty-Mawr

lime Ltd, Brecon.

Cladding: Welsh Larch for cladding material
aesthetic, this

will

has excellent resistance properties and naturally
be coming from own woodland on site and will be milled on-site by myself.
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Turf roof; A turf roof or green roof as well as being readily available from site has the
additional benefits of reducing the visual impact of the dwelling, a turf or green roof also offers
additional insulation properties. The one negative impact of a green or turf roof in the need to
use a non-natural waterproof membrane beneath the turf, although when well protected will
give an extremely long life to the roof covering.

.

Roof and floor insulation;

several good options are available for insulation. Either a
further layer of straw bale could be used which offers extremely good U Value or, to reduce the
thickness while keeping an excellent u value, solutions such as Warmcel (recycled newspaper)
or Thermafleece (Treated sheep's wool) is available to source locally. An even lower cost
method is direct use of raw sheep fleeces, treated with borax powder to deter pests.

Windows: It is intended to use as far as possible re-cycled double glazed windows, but where
not feasible or available than new double glazed units can be purchased.

Doors, fixtures and fittings:

These will be reclaimed or recycled where possible or made
by hand on-site from Larch from own woodland.

The workshops and compost toilet will be constructed using round wood larch from site and
also clad with on-site milled larch, with the roof being covered with zinc sheeting to blend in
with other local agricultural buildings.

The compost toilet will be a twin seat compaftment and constructed using the same on-site
round wood and milled larch.

'i

The outdoor cooking area will be a round wood timber fiamed structure without walls,, and will
house a wood fired clay oven and bbq. It will be constructed using larch from site. The cooking
area will be covered with a cotton canvas cover during the summer months and during weekenc
workshops only.
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6.3.4 Firewood store 3.03 x I-.5 rnetres

The firewood store will be constructed using a round wood Larch frame and clad in Larch
weather boarding.

'

6.3.5 Potting shed 6 x 3 rnetres

The potting shed will be constructed using round wood Larch frame work and clad in Larch
weather board and roof

6.3"6 Willow drying store 3.03 x 3.03 metres

The willow drying store will be used for drying the SRC willow once cut from the field and
stored in full lengths for up to 18 months. This willbe constructed of a round wood Larch frame
and simple turf roof,

See appendices

for scale drawing of all buildings
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7. Transport Assessment and Travel plan.
7.1 Set up stage

In the set up phase, lasting up to five years, I predict a higher volume of transport generated by
the site than the very low level of traffic I will achieve in the long term.
This will be in the form of delivery vehicles bringing goods, mainly infrastructure hardware. I
hope that it will be taken into account that this is an inevitable pan of the set up of any business.
low impact or not. Where possible I will endeavour to minimise transport impact by ordering in
bulk, ordering several separate components from the same retailer and prioritising local
suppliers. This activity will recede to background levels by year three as infrastructure is
installed, tools and hardware are amassed and the site becomes productive. The following
information is based on my intentions for year five and beyond:
7.1.1Resident

I envisage a significantly

reduced need to travel off site once I have become broadly self-reliant
Currently, the large majority of my travel is accounted for by commuting, to places of work and
food shopping. This will no longer be necessary when the bulk of my food is grown on site.
Food that I do buy externally will be largely dry goods and therefore have a long shelfJife,
meaning that I can buy in bulk, requiring fewer journeys to re-stock.
I will also be working on site rather than going out to work which will eliminate, or
significantly reduce any commuting currently undertaken by myself.

I own two vehicles, a MitsubishiL}A} Currently this runs on 50% vegetable oil in the summer
months and I plan to get it converted in order to run on vegetable oil year round, My other
vehicle is a LeylandlDaf 7.5 tonne horse lorry, which is converted to a live-in vehicle which is
used on occasions for trading at shows and festivals and will become my on-site residence and
temporary accommodation when frst taking up residence, until the main dwelling is
constructe dinyear 5/6
My on-site enterprises will generate transport movements in the form of delivery of goods.
However, this can be greatly reduced by the use mail and courier services to deliver goods
further afield, and can be collected from local points in Tregaron or direct from site.
7.1.2 Visitors

The courses I plan to run will inevitably cause journeys to be made. I will encourage these trips
to be made in a low impact manner by offering discounts to participants who have travelled by
public transport, by bike or shared car.
I will also be running a shuttle service from the village cofirmunity centre in Llanddewi brefi
which will greatly reduce the amount of vehicles coming to and from site. My woodland will
always be open to the public via a council maintained footpath which runs along the northern
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boundary but I expect that this will mainly be used by local village residents, who are linking
into the long established footpath and is expected to be very minimally used.
7,L.3 TransportAssessment and travel plan- fourneys related to enterprise

Delivery of produce to local
supplier

l joumey

on monthly basis,
to September to Tregaron

April

Delivery of craft items locally.

Delivery of craft items non-local

Twice monthly basis to Lampeter,
plus other local markets
Festival trading and workshops

3 Annually, at which I organise
workshop and craft areas

Receipt of goods by courier related
to the enterprise.

Collection of goods from holding
by customer.

Monthly journey would be
combined with domestic shopping
to Tre
Journeys could be combined with
more than 1 delivery/ or domestic

Possibly combined with monthly
charcoal delivery to local courier
coilection poi
Twice monthly transition market to
be combined with other producer
for car share from vil
These can be combined with
domestic journeys to visit father
and brother. Trading opportunities
for other local craft suppliers and
makers.
Goods will be ordered from the
same company where possible to
and
combine
Limited to produce that cannot be
sold through shops, large woodcral
commissions or bulk orders. Local
customers only.

7.L.4 Transport assessment and travel plan- Domestic iourneys

Stratesv
Food and domestic needs

Social trips national

1 local trip every 2 weeks

6 trips per year to visit family in
Nottinghamshire.

1

monthly local to Lampeter.

The journey

will

be tied in

with

fortnightly visits to transition
market in
A1l of the journeys will combine
visiting two family members per
trip. Two axe on returning journeys
from festival and craft fairs
connected to
Music event in Lampeter will be
ing when
5
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7.L.5 Transport assessment and travel plan- Visitors travelling to site

8 visits per year from friends and

family living within the UK.

I will encourage visitors to use
public transport. Many friends in
cities are not car owners,
approximately half these journeys
will be by public transport. Groups
of friends visiting together will car
share.

Daily/weekly visits from friends
within the local area. 1 per week by
caI.

Courses held onsite.

4 visits annually

Many local friends are within
walking or cycling distance.
Visits by car are often from friends
who are in the area for another
reason droooins in.
Course participants will be
encouraged to arrive using public
transport, foot or bike. Discounts
will be given to those arriving
without their own car. I will try to
co-ordinate lift sharing between
course
Volunteers will be encouraged to
arrive by public transport
I will try to co-ordinate lift sharing
between volunteers from village or
local car park.

The strategies detailed in the right hand column of the above table form the basis of my travel
plan.
In each situation I have described how I can minimise impacts associated with each particular
travel requirement. Key methods of reducing travel impacts across the overall travel plan are to:

. Walk, cycle

and use public transport where possible.

. Lift share where possibie
. Bulk order goods and materials with neighbours where possible.
. Run my vehicle on recycled vegetable oil.

. Combine my trips, e.g. combine trips to deliver produce with domestic trips and trips to
collect materials.

6r
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. Sell produce through local retail outlets and shops; one trip to deliver goods to shops saves
many potential customer trips to the site.

As part of the land based income for the project at Coed Allt goch, I will be running greenwood
craft based courses on site. To try and minimise further the amount of Vehicular traff,rc coming
to site, the course participants will be offered a discount on their course fee's if they are arriving
in the area using the national and regional public transport links.

Although there is no direct national transport link to Llanddewi brefi, there are national train
links to both Aberystwyth and Camarthen.
There are then local transport links via bus from both Aberystwyth and Carmarlhen to
Llanddewi brefi, either by direct link or by changing bus in Lampeter. It would be hoped that a
number of course participants would opt for this option in exchange for reduced course fees.
Once the course participants reach Llanddewi brefi, they could either walk the short 1.5
kilometre distance to the site, or arrangements would be made available for the course members
to be collected by myself via an arranged collection point and time from the village.
This option would of course only be viable for those participants that have opted to either camp
on site, free of charge or stay in the closest bed and breakfast within walking distance of the
village of Llanddewi brefi.
(See appendices for map of National train links, Aberystwyth, Catmarthen)
(See appendices for local bus timetable links, Aberystwyth, Carmafthen to Llanddewi brefi)
(See appendices for list of local bed and breakfast accommodation)
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Community impact

I have been a resident of the village community of Llanddewi brefi for the previous 9 years,
living in a rented cottage and during this time have build a very good personal relationship with
many of the residents and have been involved in local events and projects.
I have personally met with all my immediate neighbours to discuss my planned proposal for a
one planet development of the site and received only positive feedback and encouragement
from all, for both the land based activities and that the un-managed woodland is going to be
looked after and improved, which in tum will increase the diversity of the local wild life
population and breeding bird species. I have also received positive feedback and encouragement
from the wider community in the area.

Contributing to the local economy

Providing a local resource for information on
sustainable livine.
Contributing socially to local community
Contributing to local employment

Visual impact of development

Increased traffic

Engaging with other local business as
Both a customer and supplier.
Seiling locally produced traditional craft
products
Selling charcoal products to major Welsh
CCF
Running of greenwood courses and open days
on-site (local concessions for craft courses
Maintaining friendships I have developed
within the local communi
Continued use of only local contractors(when
uired

M
All building will be visually obscured from
direct road side view through the use of
existing features such as hedgerows and trees.
A11 structures and building will be constructed

using timber to blend in to natural
environment.
Extensive planting of wild flowers and trees
will increase the aesthetic appearanae of the
dev
All though expected increase in site traffic
during set-up period this will be reduced by
implementing a sustainable travel and
lan and use of a shuttle service for
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craft courses.

9. PHASING, MONITORING AND EXIT STRATEGY

Phasing Management of the site will start atter planning is granted. For the sake of this section I
will assume that planning will be granted in the region of 3-6 months after submission of the
application. This brings us to winter 2Al7ll8.

Year one
Set up temporary residence, (Mobile home)
Improve main gate way entrance,
Construction of workshop,, wood store, compost toilet, potting shed
Begin planting SRC willow,
Begin planting fruit orchard trees,
Set up charcoal/Bio-char burning production
Begin establishing vegetable and herb garden,
Install rainwater collection systems to buildings,
Install grey water reed bed systems.
Install solar PV set up

Year fwo
Continue planting SRC willow,
Continue establishing vegetable and herb gardens,
Construction of poultry housing,
Erecting poly tunnel,
Dig wildlife pond,
Begin woodland tracks
Commence Woodland management (winter).
Year three
Continue planting vegetable garden and herb gardens,
Continue and complete planting fruit orchard,
Continue and complete planting SRC willow,
Begin planting poly tunnel,
Complete and continue use of grey water system,
Continue with woodland management (winter)
Complete woodiand tracks,
Coppice t-rrst rotation of SRC willow,

Year four
Complete establishing vegetable, herb gardens, Forest garden,,
Complete establishing poly tunnel growing area,
Continue with woodland management,
Coppice second rotation of SRC willow,

Year five
6
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Fully establish all areas of domestic garden and business initiatives,
Continue with annual woodland management,
Start construction of permanent dwelling onsite.
9.2

I very much hope my plan will be successful and will make every effort to make it successful. L
I found myself in a position where I should need to leave the land it would be a simple process
to deconstruct some areas of the plan.

The landscaping and planting schemes proposed will undeniably benefit the site in regards to
retention of nutrients, habitat creation and accessibility if it were returned to its former use. lt
proposed that all planting and landscaping would therefore remain in place, the vegetable
growing areas on site would be mostly planted on an annual basis and if not planted would
quickly return to grass land.

The Poly-tunnel and Animal housing shelter would be removed. The workshop could also be
removed, or left for agriculrural use.
The main entrance track would be left to provide better access.
The remaining tracks and level building areas would be dug back to a smooth contour again anc
returned to grassland.
The buildings are designed to be easily removed and recycled or disposed of,
Access to the site will be very good, making the removal of materials simple and low impact.
There are two options for buildings either of which could be employed at the discretion of the
planning enforcement officer :

A. All buildings could be removed at a relatively low cost and energy input due to their low
impact nature and simplicity of build (see Zero Carbon Buildings for details). Approximately
70Yo of materials could be salvageable for re-use with the remaining 3lo/obeing compostable,
Any foundations could be dug up using small-scale machinery.
B. All or some of the buildings could remain in place with all insulation and residential
appliances removed for reuse or composting. They could then be used as agricultural buildings.
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An annual monitoring report will be produced that will include
An EFA progress report: A commentary on changes made since the previous year that are
likely to impact upon the EF of the households and other footprints

'

An EFA assessment in years 3 and 5
A revised Management Plan in year 5 and every fifth year therealter
An evaluation detailing the proportion of food derived from the site
(Set out in 3.23 -3.25 of the practice guidance)
An assessment of the projects minimum needs
(Set out in3.27 of the practice guidance)
An evaluation of the land-based productivity
(Set out in 3.28 - 3.29 of the practice guidance)
Clear evidence that the residential use continues to be clearly linked to the management
of the land

An assessment of the energy needs and productivity of the site
An assessment of the water needs and sources within the project
An assessment of the waste processing and disposal patterns of the project

A

zero carbon assessment of the dwelling house upon completion, along with a short
commentary on the 'zero carbon use' of the dwelling house

Annual monitoring of community impacts, with mitigation measures being implemented to
baiance any negative impacts
Annual assessment of the transporl impact of the site against the Travel and Transport
Assessment Plan (including data on the number and nature of vehicle trips generated by
the site)
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9.4 Section 106 Undertaking

In addition to this management plan I intend to offer a S106 unilateral undertaking to the
Council that would secure the following obligations:

'

9.5 Tie to the land
The occupation of the dwelling shall be limited to resident solely or mainly working on the land
in horticu ltx e I permaculture/ fore stry/ woodcraft and ass ocixed activiti es.
9.6 Sole R.esidence
The dwelling will be the sole residence of the resident.
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